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Abstract 
The eukaryotic flagellum is a membrane-bound protruding 

organelle with a cytoskeleton of microtubules. Flagella are found in 

unicellular as well as multicellular organisms, performing a variety 

of functions. Motile flagella enable cell locomotion, like in protists 

or spermatozoa, but can also create flows of fluids or mucus, like in 

respiratory airways. Flagella also act as cellular “antennas”, as their 

surface can probe the environment with sensorial receptors. The 

flagellar ultrastructure is often regarded as widely conserved among 

eukaryotes, however significant differences have been reported for 

the structure of the distal flagellar tip between organisms. The tip is 

where the flagellum grows and where intra-flagellar transport must 

unload and load cargo, making it a hub of flagellar-specific 

processes that are still relatively under-explored. 

In humans, genetic mutations that impair proper flagellar function 

cause primary ciliary dyskinesia, a collective term for numerous 

pathologies which are still not fully characterized. To elucidate the 

ultrastructure of the human flagellar tip, we performed cryo-electron 

tomography on intact spermatozoa, plunge-frozen in their native 

environment. The results revealed drastic differences compared to 

commonly studied model organisms (Paper I). Additionally, a 

novel extensive structure (named TAILS) was discovered 

decorating the lumen of sperm tip microtubules (Paper II). These 

results together highlight the power of cryo-electron tomography in 

displaying complex cellular structures in their native environment, 

as well as the importance of studying the human system directly. 

Lastly, a multi-pronged approach was designed to biochemically 

identify and characterize TAILS, based on a reverse structural 

biology perspective (Paper III). This included obtaining high-

resolution structures of TAILS produced with different cryo-

electron microscopy techniques, the first ever flagellar tip proteome 

and an evolutionary overview of TAILS conservation.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.0 Aim of the thesis 

This thesis compiles three research papers which investigate the 

ultrastructure of the human flagellar tip, aiming to reveal its specific 

composition and functions. In these studies, the sperm flagellum 

was selected as a model system and cryo-electron microscopy and 

cryo-electron tomography were adopted as the main techniques of 

choice. 

In this first chapter, the basic concepts regarding microtubule 

biochemistry and flagellar ultrastructure and function are illustrated. 

Chapter 2 gives a general introduction to the different electron 

microscopy techniques employed in the papers presented. 

The remaining chapters present and discuss the results published in 

the attached papers: 

Chapter 3 summarizes the findings reported in Paper I, which offers 

an ultrastructural description of the anatomy of the human sperm tip. 

The results revealed high intercellular structural variability and new 

microtubule architectures. 

Chapter 4 focuses on Paper II, which describes the discovery of 

TAILS, an extensive inner microtubule structure that specifically 

localizes to the distal tip of the sperm flagellum. Different 

hypotheses on TAILS’s function are discussed. 

Chapter 5 illustrates and discusses the multi-pronged approach we 

designed to identify the TAILS complex and its function, as it is 

presented in Paper III, which is an unpublished manuscript. This 

work includes a higher-resolution of the TAILS structure, the first 

ever flagellar tip proteome and a cryo-electron tomography 

investigation of the conservation of TAILS among different species. 
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1.1 Microtubules 

Microtubules (MTs) are eukaryotic components of the cytoskeleton 

which perform a multitude of cellular functions. They are hollow 

and flexible tubes made of tubulin and are intrinsically dynamic, 

which makes them an extremely versatile cellular structure. They 

were originally discovered in the early 60’s in electron micrographs 

of actively dividing cells [1, 2], where they formed the mitotic 

spindle. The term “microtubule” was coined soon thereafter when 

cytoplasmic MTs were observed in plant [3] and hydra [4] sections.  

1.1.1 Tubulin 

MTs are polymers of tubulin heterodimers (Figure 1.1). Each 

heterodimer consists of one α-tubulin and one β-tubulin molecule 

and measures approximately 8 nm in length, 4 nm per tubulin [5, 6]. 

The two monomers are ~50 kDa globular proteins with 40% 

sequence identity and nearly identical structure, with the main 

difference being an 8-residue loop insertion in α-tubulin compared 

to β [5]. Both proteins exist in a variety of isoforms and can undergo 

additional post-translational modifications, which together define 

the “tubulin code” [7, 8]. Each tubulin monomer binds to a GTP 

molecule, however only the nucleotide bound to the β subunit is 

hydrolysed during polymerisation [9], which is the mechanism 

underlying the dynamic behaviour of MTs [10–13]. 

1.1.2 Microtubule structure 

In MTs, the tubulin heterodimers interact longitudinally with each 

other, making head-to-tail contacts between the adjacent α and β 

subunits, forming protofilaments (PFs). Multiple PFs are in lateral 

contact with each other, forming the distinctive hollow tubular 

structure that is a MT [14, 15]. Since the structural unit of a MT is a 

heterodimer, each end of an individual MT is crowned by a different 

tubulin subunit, making them polar filaments. The end terminating 

with α-tubulin is defined as the minus-end, while the one with β-

tubulin is called the plus-end. 
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The number of protofilaments in a MT is variable, depending on the 

polymerization environment. In vitro, if tubulin reaches a threshold 

critical concentration, polymerization occurs spontaneously [16, 

17], generating populations of MTs with a number of PFs typically 

ranging between 11 and 16 [15, 18–21]. In vivo, the PF number is 

strictly regulated by the cell, but the preferred number varies 

between different organisms [22]. The nematode Caenorhabditis 

elegans for example has MTs with 11 PFs [23, 24], while in most 

model organisms, including humans, MTs usually have 13 PFs and 

a 25-nm diameter [22, 25, 26]. This is due to the major cellular MT 

nucleating factor, γ-TuRC (gamma-tubulin ring complex), which 

imposes a 13-PF symmetry and is widely conserved among 

eukaryotes [27–29]. 

While heterodimers within the same PF always associate head-to-

tail with contacts between heterologous α-β subunits only, lateral 

Figure 1.1: Microtubules are polymers of tubulin. Free tubulin exists in heterodimers 

of α and β-tubulin. Heterodimers interact longitudinally head-to-tail to form PFs, which 

interact laterally to form MTs.  MTs in most model organisms have 13 PFs and a B-lattice 

except at the location of the seam, which has an A-lattice. 
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contacts between protofilaments can involve interactions between 

heterologous (α-β) and homologous (α-α or β-β) subunits. The 

lateral association between PFs determine the MT lattice, which is 

either called the A-lattice or the B-lattice for heterologous or 

homologous lateral interactions, respectively. Both in vitro and in 

vivo MTs commonly include a mixture of the two lattices, with the 

B-lattice being more predominant [30–32]. The typical 13-PF MT 

has a B-lattice along its entire wall except for between two PFs, 

where lateral contacts between heterologous subunits form an A-

lattice. This structural feature is called the MT seam [33]. Starting 

from the seam, following the lateral contacts between subunits 

around the 13 PFs of the MT wall results in a shift of 12 nm along 

the MT longitudinal axis, equivalent to the length of 3 monomers 

along one PF. Such a MT is therefore said to have a 3-start helix. 

MTs can have variable helix-start numbers as well as a variable 

amount of seams [34], a feature that has been observed even along 

one same MT [19]. 

1.1.3 Dynamic instability of microtubules 

MTs are dynamic structures that spontaneously undergo phases of 

growth and shrinkage, even in vitro [10, 11]. This innate property of 

MTs is referred to as dynamic instability and it can be described as 

a cycle of four events: growth, catastrophe, shrinkage and rescue 

[35] (Figure 1.2). When tubulin is present in a GTP-rich 

environment and at concentrations higher than its critical threshold, 

spontaneous MT nucleation occurs [36]. Soluble GTP-tubulin then 

associates in a bent conformation on growing PFs [37] at either end 

of the newly nucleated MT seed, leading to polymerization, which 

is distinctive of the growth phase. Although MTs elongate on both 

ends, polymerization occurs faster at the plus-end [38]. MTs are 

therefore not only structurally polar, but also functionally. As new 

GTP-tubulin heterodimers are added onto the MT, their GTP 

molecule is induced to hydrolyse into GDP [9]. This causes a 

conformational change in α-tubulin which leads to an overall lattice 

compaction, inducing strain in the MT structure [13, 39]. 

Polymerization proceeds during the growth phase as long as the 
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association rates of new GTP-tubulin heterodimers are higher than 

the GTP hydrolysis rates. The association of GTP-tubulin ensures a 

stable GTP cap at the growing end, which stabilizes the entire MT, 

although tubulin dimers along the rest of the MT are in a GDP state 

[10]. As free tubulin associates at the MT ends and its concentration 

lowers, MT growth stalls and the GTP hydrolysis rates prevail on 

the association rates. The GTP cap is lost and the strain on the lattice 

is released by the bending of the longitudinal contacts between 

heterodimers, which triggers a catastrophe event [10, 40, 41]. The 

lateral contacts between dimers are weakened and the PFs start 

separating, leading to rapid MT depolymerization and to the 

shrinkage phase [39]. As the concentration of free tubulin rises 

again, the shrinkage eventually halts due to the association of new 

GTP-tubulin, which is known as the rescue [41]. After a rescue 

event, a new GTP-cap is formed, polymerization resumes and MTs 

re-enter their dynamic cycle with a new growth phase. 

1.1.4 Cellular functions of microtubules 

Due to their dynamicity, MTs are versatile structures that the cell 

employs to perform multiple functions in different processes. 

Cytoplasmic MTs are ubiquitously present in eukaryotes where they 

Figure 1.2: The dynamic instability of microtubules. MTs have the intrinsic ability to 

go through cycles of polymerization and depolymerization in vitro. The process involves 

four phases that follow one another in a cycle: growth, catastrophe, shrinkage and rescue. 
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provide a physical support for organelle positioning and cargo 

trafficking around the entire cell. They function like cellular 

highways, where molecular motors can bind and move along, 

transporting various cargos with them [42]. A notable example of 

MT-based transport is found in neuronal axons, which can span 

lengths in the order of meters. For such distances, diffusion is an 

inefficient method of molecular transport, therefore MTs extend 

throughout the entire axon, enabling the trafficking of cellular 

components, such as nuclear products and synaptic vesicles [43, 44]. 

During cell division, MTs serve another specialized function, as 

they are organized into the mitotic spindle [1, 2]. The spindle binds 

to the kinetochore of sister chromatids and is directly responsible 

for chromosome segregation during anaphase [45–47]. 

The cytoskeleton and MTs in particular are involved in cell 

migration as well, as it was observed that locomotion is inhibited in 

the presence of drugs interfering with MT stability [48, 49]. Their 

role is to establish movement directionality [50] and maintain cell 

integrity during migration [51]. 

Lastly, MTs form the cytoskeleton of eukaryotic flagella, where 

they provide structural support (as in non-motile flagella) and 

generate active movement in combination with motor proteins (as 

in motile flagella) [52]. Flagellar MTs and their associated proteins 

are the focus of this thesis and they are discussed in detail in the next 

section of this chapter. 

1.1.5 Microtubule associated proteins 

It is the intrinsic dynamic instability of MTs that makes them such 

a versatile tool for the cell. However, their activity needs to be 

regulated very precisely to perform their wide variety of functions. 

This tight regulation is mediated by hundreds of MT associated 

proteins (MAPs), which control every MT-related process [53]. 

In vivo, MT-organizing centres (MTOC) like the centrosome are 

responsible for MT nucleation by recruiting γ-TuRC complexes [54, 

55]. The γ-TuRC acts as a template for polymerization of 13-PF 
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MTs by recruiting soluble tubulin α-β heterodimers and facilitating 

their lateral interactions [29, 56, 57]. γ-TuRC can also cap the MT 

minus-end [58] and be recognized by anchoring proteins which 

determine the MT cellular localization [59, 60]. 

MT growth is actively promoted in the cell by proteins containing 

an array of TOG-domains, either by facilitating polymerization or 

by suppressing catastrophe events [61]. Proteins containing TOG-

domains recruit free tubulin dimers, bring them to the MT growing 

end and facilitate their incorporation into PFs [62]. 

The growing plus-end of a MT can be tracked by members of the 

doublecortin family, like DCX, which can nucleate 13-PF MTs in 

vitro just like the γ-TuRC [21, 63]. DCX has two MT-binding 

domains which act sequentially to stabilize MTs [64], first by 

recognizing the curved MT lattice at the growing tip [65] and then 

by binding to the straight lattice of the polymerized MT to prevent 

catastrophe [64]. 

The end-binding (EB) protein family also includes MAPs which 

bind to the MT plus-end, both in vitro [66, 67] and in vivo [68–70]. 

Rather than tracking PF curvature like DCX, EB1 recognizes the 

nucleotide state of tubulin and it preferentially interacts with the 

GTP cap [71]. EB1 favours lateral interactions between PFs, 

creating and inducing the closure of tubulin sheets in vitro to form 

13-PF MTs [66]. 

Kinesins and dyneins are motor proteins that translocate on PFs and 

can transport cargo towards the MT plus-end or minus-end 

respectively [42, 72]. In motile flagella, it is dynein arms anchored 

to one MT and moving along the adjacent one that cause the flagellar 

beat [73, 74]. 

1.1.6 Microtubule inner proteins 

While much is known about MAPs interacting with the MT outer 

surface, an increasing amount of evidence is showing that many MT 

regulatory processes take place in their lumen as well. MAPs that 

perform their function in the MT luminal space are referred to as 
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MT inner proteins (MIPs) [73]. Luminal densities in cytoplasmic 

MTs have been observed for decades [75–78], although their 

identification still remains a challenge. The first protein to be 

reported to have an affinity for the MT luminal wall was a member 

of the neuronal Tau protein family [79]. Since then, more 

observations of MIPs have been reported, ranging from small and 

globular, like MAP6 [80], to long and extensive, like the actin 

filaments found in the MT lumen of cell projections [81]. The 

identification and subsequent biochemical characterization of MIPs 

has become more feasible only in recent times, thanks to 

advancements in electron microscopy [82]. Flagellar MTs are 

particularly suitable for such investigations and multiple flagellar 

MIPs have been identified in protists [83–88]. They have been 

shown to be crucial in maintaining proper flagellar structure and 

function [85, 86]. 

As presented in Paper II, our investigation of human sperm tip MTs 

revealed a novel extensive luminal structure which we named 

TAILS. This thesis presents our work in characterizing this new 

structure biochemically and functionally. 

1.2 Eukaryotic flagella 

Eukaryotic flagella, also called cilia (the two terms will be 

considered synonyms in this thesis), are membrane-bound 

organelles protruding from the cell surface and supported by a MT 

cytoskeleton [89]. They can be found in unicellular organisms, as in 

the commonly researched models Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, 

Trypanosoma brucei and Tetrahymena thermophila, as well as in 

multicellular organisms. In humans, almost every non-dividing cell 

has one or more flagella. They can be motile or non-motile and they 

perform functions ranging from cell movement to signal 

transduction [52]. 

1.2.1 Flagellar ultrastructure 

The overall ultrastructure of flagella is widely conserved among 

eukaryotes [89], which is why protists are commonly used as model 
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organisms [90]. The flagellum is attached to the cell via the basal 

body, which is composed of an array of 9 MT triplets that nucleate 

the flagellar MTs [91, 92]. Each triplet MT includes an A-tubule, 

which is complete with 13 PFs, and a B- and a C-tubule which are 

only composed of 10 PFs each and are attached to the previous 

tubule of the triplet. The MTs extend into the flagellum as doublet 

MTs (dMTs), which include a complete A-tubule and an incomplete 

B-tubule. At the termination point of triplets the flagellar transition 

zone is found, a region with complex structural elements such as the 

basal plate [89, 92–94]. The transition zone has been proposed to act 

as a selective barrier between the cytoplasm in the cell body and the 

flagellar cytoplasm [94]. Throughout most of its length, the 

flagellum presents a highly conserved symmetrical arrangement of 

MTs and associated proteins, which is called the axoneme. In non-

motile flagella, the axoneme is usually composed of a circular 

arrangement of 9 dMTs (9+0 type), which is often broken by one or 

two dMTs shifting to the middle of the axoneme, referred to as a 9-

variable axoneme (9v type) [95–97]. In most motile flagella, two 

additional individual MTs are found in the middle of the 9 axonemal 

dMTs (9+2 type), elongating from the basal plate in the transition 

zone. Together with auxiliary structures, these MTs form the central 

pair (CP) complex, which is connected to the dMTs through 9 radial 

spokes [98] and is thought to modulate the flagellar beat [99, 100]. 

The CP itself however is not required for movement, since the 

Figure 1.3: The ultrastructure of motile flagella/cilia. The MT cytoskeleton has a 

symmetrical 9+2 arrangement called the axoneme. At the flagellum tip, only sMTs are 

found. Reproduced from [104] (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/). 
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flagellar beat is generated by dynein motors running on dMTs while 

being anchored to the adjacent doublet, causing torsion in the 

axoneme [26, 73, 74, 101]. In addition, cases of motile flagella 

lacking CP have been reported [102, 103]. At the distal tip of the 

flagellum, dMTs progressively terminate as the flagellar membrane 

tapers. Both in motile and non-motile flagella, the dMTs transition 

into singlet MTs (sMTs) [26, 97, 104–106], however the MT 

transition and termination patterns vary greatly between organisms 

and cell types [107]. The large morphological and ultrastructural 

variability observed at flagellar tips is what inspired the work 

presented in this thesis. More details regarding the ultrastructure of 

tips in motile flagella are discussed further later in this chapter. 

Based on their specific function, some flagella evolved specialized 

structures, which can dramatically differ from the typical flagellar 

structure described so far. Examples of specialized flagella are the 

human olfactory cilia [108], neuronal sensory cilia in C. elegans 

[109] and the rod cell cilia in the retina [110]. 

1.2.2 Flagellar function and ciliopathies 

Flagella can perform different functions depending on the 

organisms or cell type they belong to. Motile flagella are used in 

unicellular organisms, as well as in the spermatozoa of many 

species, for cell locomotion [73, 111–114]. Motile flagella can also 

be found in tissues in multicellular organisms, as in the tracheal 

epithelium or in the brain ventricular cavities, where their function 

is to induce a flow of mucus or fluid, rather than cell movement 

[115–117]. Flagellar propulsion of fluid is important in the early 

stages of mammalian development, where motile flagella generate 

a leftward flow in the extraembryonic fluid at the node during 

gastrulation to determine the left-right symmetry of the body [103]. 

Additionally, both motile and non-motile flagella have been 

reported to possess sensorial functions, acting as antenna-like 

organelles that the cells use to investigate their surroundings [118–

121], or as signalling hubs for various pathways [122, 123].  
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The flagellum is a complicated biological machine consisting of 

hundreds of different components [124–127], which need to 

properly work together in a tightly coordinated fashion. If any of 

these components fail to perform their function, the entire flagellar 

activity can be compromised. For this reason, a plethora of genetic 

defects that affect flagella exist in humans [128–132] and they cause 

pathologies which are collectively referred to as ciliopathies [133] 

or primary ciliary dyskinesia (PCD) for motile flagella specifically 

[134–136]. The conditions caused by PCD vary in nature and 

severity between patients, but they often include chronic respiratory 

infections, cognitive impairment, infertility and situs inversus [135]. 

To better understand the molecular mechanisms underlying these 

pathologies, it is critical to elucidate how functional flagella work. 

The studies included in this thesis aim to fill the knowledge gap 

regarding the ultrastructure of human flagellar tips, which have been 

strangely overlooked compared to other flagellar features and 

species. 

1.2.3 Flagellar distal tip 

The flagellar distal tip is of particular interest to us as it hosts 

important processes for flagellar and cellular homeostasis. One 

example is the components of the Hedgehog pathway, which is 

important in embryonic development and in tissue homeostasis 

[123]. The MT plus-end is also found at the flagellar tip [68, 137], 

which is important for MT growth during ciliogenesis [138] and 

regulation of their dynamic instability [139]. Various cargo is also 

carried along the axoneme in both directions by the intra-flagellar 

transport (IFT) system [140]. Consequently, the flagellar tip is a 

trafficking hub where cargo needs to be loaded or unloaded and the 

transport machinery needs to be assembled or disassembled [141]. 

Despite its important functions, the human flagellar tip has remained 

relatively unexplored. We recently reviewed the literature regarding 

the flagellar tip in multiple organisms and cell types, revealing a 

remarkable variability in ultrastructure [107]. Therefore, its 

architecture seems to be far from widely conserved among 
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eukaryotes, as is normally observed for the axoneme. Based on these 

observations, we wondered how the structure of human flagellar tips 

compares to the ones in model organisms. We therefore set out to 

fill this knowledge gap by studying the ultrastructure of human 

sperm flagella. Our techniques of choice were based on electron 

microscopy and our main findings are compiled in this thesis as part 

of Papers I-II-III.  
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Chapter 2 

Electron microscopy 
Electron microscopy (EM) is arguably the imaging technique which 

is best suited for investigation of sub-cellular structures on a 

molecular level. For this reason, it became our investigation method 

of choice. As we were studying the structure of the sperm flagellum, 

different EM techniques were applied to the project. This chapter 

offers a general overview of these methods, with a focus on EM of 

biological samples. 

2.1 Basics 

In microscopy, the final image resolution is limited by the 

wavelength (λ) of the radiation used for imaging (in an ideal system 

r = λ/2). In optical microscopy, the samples are visualized via visible 

light (λ ranging 400-700 nm), which allows to reach a maximum 

resolution of approximately 200 nm. While this make optical 

microscopy more than sufficient to observe tissues, entire cells and 

even organelles, it is not enough to reveal the molecular details of 

cellular structures. Instead, electron microscopes can reach 

remarkably higher resolutions by using electrons over visible light 

as their illuminating radiation. Electrons have a much smaller 

wavelength and can theoretically provide an image resolution of 

under 2 pm (= 0.02 Å), which is below the size range of individual 

atoms. 

The way that electrons are used to produce an image is conceptually 

similar to how light is producing an image in optical microscopy. In 

both cases what is needed is a radiation source, lenses to focus the 

radiation, a sample and a detector. Light bulbs generate photons 

which are focused with optical lenses onto the glass slide with the 

sample and the image can be visualized by the user directly or with 

a camera. Similarly, in an electron microscope a current is run 

through an electron source, which can be as simple as a tungsten 
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filament or more advanced like a LaB6 crystal filament or a field 

emission gun, which has the most coherent electron beam. The 

generated electron beam is focused with magnetic lenses onto the 

sample, which is supported by a meshed metal disc called an EM 

grid (Figure 2.1). The electrons are then recorded with specialized 

cameras, like the direct electron detectors found in high-end 

microscopes for biological imaging. 

When electrons hit a sample, they are either scattered away in 

different directions or they penetrate and pass through the sample. 

In both cases, the electrons will carry with them information from 

their interaction with the sample, which can be recorded. When the 

scattered electrons are used for recording an image, the technique is 

referred to as scanning electron microscopy (SEM), which provides 

images of the three-dimensional surface of the sample. When the 

penetrating electrons are recorded instead, the technique is called 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM), which generates images 

representing a two-dimensional projection of the entire three-

dimensional structure of the sample, including its inner features. In 

this thesis, only TEM work was performed, since our scientific 

question regarded the nature of structures inside the cell. 

Figure 2.1: Electron microscopy grids. The image shows copper EM grids of about 5 

mm in diameter. The mesh of the grid is visible. 
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While the theoretical resolution of electron microscopes reaches the 

atomic scale, for biological samples this is in practice extremely 

complicated and it was only achieved for the first time a few months 

ago [142, 143]. The main limitation comes from the fact that atomic 

details in biological samples are easily damaged during the imaging 

itself or during sample preparation [144]. Electrons carry 

comparable or higher energy than X-rays (λ = 0.01 to 10 nm), which 

causes radiation damage on the sample during exposure, limiting the 

resolution [145]. In addition, most sample preparation methods 

introduce artefacts by damaging the biological material on a 

molecular level [146]. The main need for sample preparation 

protocols comes from the fact that the imaging occurs in a vacuum. 

Electrons inside the microscope travel in a vacuum, as gas 

molecules would scatter the electrons away, making it impossible to 

focus them into a beam. Consequently, biological samples cannot be 

directly inserted into the microscope, as they contain water that 

would evaporate, and instead need to be suitably prepared [147]. 

There are multiple sample preparation protocols which tackle this 

problem in different ways, depending on the nature of the sample 

and the scientific question behind the experiment [147, 148]. In most 

used techniques, the sample is dehydrated and coated with heavy 

metals or alternatively quickly frozen to liquid nitrogen 

temperatures. The rest of this chapter briefly introduces the sample 

preparation and imaging techniques employed in the work presented 

in this thesis. 

2.2 Room temperature electron microscopy 

When samples are imaged at room temperature, they need to be in a 

dehydrated state to avoid water evaporation, which would 

compromise the vacuum and damage the sample’s ultrastructure. In 

addition, heavy metals are used to stain the sample to increase the 

contrast in the images. Common heavy metal salts used in EM are 

uranyl acetate, osmium tetroxide and lead citrate [148]. These 

elements have a high electron density, which causes a strong 

scattering of the incoming electron beam. For this reason, the image 
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appears dark in areas where the heavy metals have deposited, 

providing good contrast between the sample’s features and the 

background. Therefore, the obtained images do not show the 

biological material directly, but rather the deposition of heavy 

metals on and around it which will always limit the resolution one 

can achieve with this sample preparation [144]. 

2.2.1 Negative staining 

The negative staining protocol provides a quick and easy way of 

preparing a sample for EM [149–151], although it only highlights 

the outline and the features on the surface of the sample (Figure 2.2). 

The sample is applied as a liquid solution or suspension to a glow 

discharged EM grid, which means it has been exposed to charged 

plasma to render its surface hydrophilic. Most of the sample volume 

is blotted away with filter paper and the grid is washed twice in 

water before staining it in a heavy metal salt solution (which in the 

work presented here was uranyl acetate, 2% in water). After a final 

Figure 2.2: Electron micrograph of negatively stained microtubules. The stain 

deposition creates contrast around the sample, highlighting the outline of the microtubules 

and their surface features. Protofilaments and individual tubulin monomers are visible as 

well (white arrowhead). Scale bars are 100 nm. 

Microtubules 
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blot, the grid is let air dry for at least a few minutes before imaging. 

As the stain solution dries out, the heavy metal salts deposit around 

the sample, forming an electron-dense crust which highlights the 

sample’s outline. The biological material therefore appears more 

electron translucent compared to its outline, which is why this 

technique is called negative staining [150]. 

The advantage of negative staining is that it can be applied to any 

sample in solution or suspension, from individual proteins to 

membrane vesicles and even cells [152]. The preparation is quick 

and easy to perform and the samples are ready for imaging shortly 

after staining [149, 152]. On the other hand, only the shape, 

concentration and distribution of the sample can be visualized with 

this method. No information regarding intracellular structures can 

be gained and high-resolution structural details are hidden, as the 

features visible in the image are limited to the deposition of stain. 

This technique is often used to assess sample quality before 

advancing to more complicated preparation protocols, such as 

plunge-freezing which is described later in this chapter. 

2.2.2 Cryo-fixation and plastic embedding 

The thickness of a sample determines its transparency to electrons. 

Samples thicker than 400-500 nm are harder to image because they 

scatter electrons strongly and the resulting image looks dark. For 

this reason, when there is an interest in visualizing the internal 

structure of a large object like a cell or organism, the sample needs 

to be sectioned. The sample must be fixed prior to sectioning and 

this can be done chemically or physically. Chemical fixation 

involves cross-linking of macromolecules in a non-specific manner, 

which is preferably avoided since it introduces major artefacts and 

deformations in the sample’s structure [138, 153, 154]. An 

alternative is cryo-fixation in the form of high-pressure freezing, 

where the sample is cooled down to -180°C in ~25 ms with liquid 

nitrogen [153, 155]. The freezing process takes place under high 

pressure (~2100 Bar), which prevents ice crystallization and 

preserves the native biological ultrastructure of the sample. If ice 
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crystals formed in the sample, they would expand in volume and 

therefore push around the biological material, compromising the 

structural integrity of the cell [156]. After cryo-fixation, the sample 

is dehydrated by slowly replacing its water content with acetone. 

Usually, a cocktail of fixatives and heavy metals are also introduced 

at this step to preserve the cellular structure and provide contrast 

[153, 156]. The acetone is then replaced with a plastic resin which 

is polymerized and once it has hardened, the sample is completely 

embedded in it and can be taken to room temperature to be sectioned 

with an ultramicrotome. Before visualization, the sections are 

stained with solutions of heavy metal salts like uranyl acetate and 

lead citrate [157]. The stain deposits differently on the various sub-

cellular structures, creating contrast between them. 

Cryo-fixation is a powerful method of physical fixation which 

grants great insight into the sub-cellular structures of entire cells and 

organisms (Figure 2.3). Just like in negative staining however, 

heavy metals are used for enhancing the contrast. Ultrastructural 

studies at atomic resolutions are therefore unfeasible after such 

preparation. 

Figure 2.3: High-pressure frozen and plastic embedded bovine sperm cells. The thin 

(~80 nm) section shows a longitudinal view along the flagellum of a spermatozoon. Inner 

structures like axonemal MTs are visible (arrowheads). Scale bar is 500 nm. 
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2.3 Cryo-electron microscopy 

An alternative to sample dehydration is imaging the specimen while 

frozen at liquid nitrogen temperatures, a procedure called cryo-

electron microscopy (cryo-EM) [158]. This prevents water 

evaporation from the sample and offers the advantage of 

maintaining the biological structures in their native hydrated state. 

No heavy metals are added to the sample, whose biological density 

can be observed directly (Figure 2.4). Its high-resolution native 

structure is preserved but the compromise is poor contrast and 

signal-to-noise ratio. This can partially be compensated for by 

imaging at high defocus, which improves contrast at the expense of 

resolution, in cases where high-resolution details are not needed. 

Substantial technological improvements of the detectors and the 

microscopes themselves have helped to overcome these challenges 

in the past few years, resulting in the so-called “resolution 

revolution” [82], which allowed cryo-EM to become an established 

structural biology technique alongside X-ray crystallography. To 

underline how much cryo-EM has impacted cell and structural 

biology in the past decades, the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2017 

was awarded “for developing cryo-EM for the high-resolution 

structure determination of biomolecules in solution" [159]. 

2.3.1 Plunge-freezing 

Samples in aqueous solution or suspension can be prepared for cryo-

EM by plunge-freezing. The concept behind the technique is quite 

straight-forward. One drop of sample (between 3 and 5 µm) is 

applied to a glow-discharged EM grid and most of its volume is 

blotted away with a filter paper. The blotting step is critical to create 

a very thin layer of aqueous sample on the grid. The thinness of the 

sample ensures a rapid freezing and more contrast during imaging, 

as thick samples give noisier images. Then, the sample is quickly 

plunged into a liquid cryogen at -180°C, causing its water molecules 

to freeze before they have time to arrange themselves into crystals. 
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The resulting ice forms in a vitreous state [160], which preserves the 

native biological structures as they were in the instant they froze 

[161]. 

The samples in the studies attached to this thesis were prepared with 

plunge-freezing machines like the Vitrobot (Papers I, II and III) 

and the Leica GP (Paper III). The blotting time ranged between 4 

and 8 seconds and the cryogen used for freezing was ethane, which 

at -180°C ensures a more rapid freezing than nitrogen due to being 

further away from its boiling temperature [162, 163]. 

2.3.2 Cryo-electron tomography and sub-tomogram 

averaging 

Since TEM produces two-dimensional projection images, 

information on the three-dimensional arrangement of the sample is 

lost in a single micrograph. This information can be recovered by 

acquiring and computationally combining multiple projection 

images of the same sample viewed from different tilt angles. This 

reconstruction technique is called electron tomography [164] and it 

can be performed at room temperature on thick sections of plastic-

embedded material, as well as on plunge-frozen samples, which is 

then called cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET). This powerful 

Figure 2.4: Cryo-electron micrograph of microtubules in vitreous ice. The biological 

density of the microtubules is directly visualized without staining. 
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technique provides insight into the native sub-cellular localization 

of structures on a molecular scale. 

Just like any other scientific technique, this method comes with its 

own set of artefacts. During the acquisition of tilted images, it is 

physically impossible to image the sample from all directions since 

at higher tilts the EM grid bars cover the sample and the electrons 

need to penetrate increasingly thicker volumes of ice. Therefore, a 

common cryo-ET acquisition includes a range of tilts between -60° 

and 60°. Thus, information from some angles is missing in the final 

reconstruction, known as the missing wedge. This artefact causes 

the elongation of features that are perpendicular to the grid’s rotation 

axis, resulting in anisotropic resolution in the tomogram [165]. 

Additionally, to avoid radiation damage, the illumination of the 

sample must be decreased dramatically for each individual image, 

as up to 60 images need to be acquired on the same area of biological 

interest. This causes poor contrast and high noise in the images, 

which complicates data analysis. 

If a structure of interest is present in multiple identical copies in the 

cryo-ET dataset, it is possible to improve its signal-to-noise ratio 

and reveal its molecular details with an approach called sub-

tomogram averaging. This is a computational extraction and 

iterative cross-correlation alignment of sub-volumes (also called 

particles) containing repeats of the structure of interest. By doing so, 

the structurally consistent features of the object become enhanced 

over the general noise, which is averaged away instead. Multiple 

software packages that perform sub-tomogram averaging are 

available as open-source material, such as PEET [73], Dynamo 

[166] and RELION [167]. 

Cryo-ET and sub-tomogram averaging have been crucial for the 

work presented in this thesis, as they allowed us to investigate the 

previously unknown molecular structure of sperm tips. In our 

studies, tomograms were calculated with the IMOD software 

package [168] and PEET was used to perform sub-tomogram 

averaging of TAILS in MTs [73]. 
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2.3.3 Single particle analysis 

While cryo-ET and sub-tomogram averaging are incredibly 

powerful techniques to study cellular structures in their native 

environment, they are limited by the noise present in the collected 

data. Noise lowers contrast, which often makes it difficult for the 

user to recognize the structure of interest in a crowded cellular 

environment and to select it for averaging. This is particularly true 

for smaller structures like protein complexes or even individual 

proteins. In this case, high-resolution structural studies can still be 

performed if the object of interest is purified from its environment. 

Two-dimensional images of identical copies of the same structure in 

aqueous environment can be combined to obtain molecular three-

dimensional information. Instead of tilting the sample, the three-

dimensional information is provided by each particle being imaged 

in a random spatial orientation as it was in solution before plunge-

freezing. The processing protocol, commonly executed with the 

RELION package [169], is called single particle analysis [170] and 

it can yield much higher resolution structures of the sample 

compared to sub-tomogram averaging, now even reaching atomic 

resolution [142, 143]. One reason for this is that there is no need to 

dilute the amount of electron dose among multiple images like in 

tomography, yielding higher contrast and more information. 

Secondly, the biological density of the object of interest is imaged 

without it overlapping with other structures like in a crowded 

cellular environment, reducing noise. Of course, the drawback is 

that the structure of interest needs to be purified and isolated from 

its native environment, potentially altering its native state. However, 

the two approaches of sub-tomogram averaging and single particle 

analysis can be very informative when combined together, 

providing insight into the native cellular environment of an object 

of interest as well as its high-resolution structural details [171]. 

Single particle analysis was applied to our project to reveal the 

structure of TAILS in MTs on a molecular level, as discussed in 

Chapter 5. A combination of the RELION and cisTEM [172] 

software packages was used for this purpose.
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Chapter 3 

Ultrastructure of human 

sperm tips 
After assessing the ultrastructural variability of motile flagellar tips 

in different organisms [107], our goal was to elucidate how those 

structures compared to the flagellum in humans. The spermatozoon 

presented itself as the ideal model for ultrastructural studies of the 

flagellum with cryo-ET, as it consists of only a small head and a 

long flagellum as a tail, which is thin enough for direct visualization. 

Additionally, ejaculate can be collected non-invasively from 

patients and it can be plunge-frozen for cryo-EM without the need 

for any prior preparation. A detailed cryo-ET investigation of the 

human sperm ultrastructure, with a focus on the flagellar distal tip, 

is presented in Paper I. 

3.1 Anatomy of the mammalian spermatozoon 

The spermatozoon is the animal male gamete, whose function is to 

fertilize the female gamete, the oocyte, achieving fecundation. It 

evolved into an extremely specialized cell with a peculiar anatomy. 

Unlike most eukaryotic cells, the spermatozoon only carries a 

minimal cytoplasmatic volume and it lacks many common cellular 

organelles, such as the endoplasmic reticulum, the Golgi apparatus 

and lysosomes. The mammalian spermatozoon has a small cell 

body, called the head, and a long motile flagellum, called the tail. 

The tail is divided into the middle piece, the principal piece and the 

end piece based on the presence or absence of auxiliary structural 

features [173–175] (Figure 3.1). The total length of the human 

sperm cell is approximately 60 µm, however variations in the order 

of hundreds of microns do occur between different mammalian 

species [176]. 
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3.1.1 Head 

The head is the main cell body of the spermatozoon. It contains the 

nucleus which carries the haploid genome of the cell in a highly 

compacted and condensed state [177–179]. On its anterior side, the 

head contains the acrosome, a membranous organelle which carries 

the hydrolytic enzymes necessary for the sperm to penetrate the 

oocyte’s coat and fertilize it [180, 181]. The head is attached to the 

tail via the connecting piece (also called the neck), a complex 

asymmetrical and segmented structure which anchors flagellar 

structures to the sperm cell body [182–184]. 

3.1.2 Middle piece 

The connecting piece attaches the head to the flagellar middle piece 

(or mid-piece), which is the most proximal segment of the tail and 

is defined by the presence of the mitochondrial sheath. It contains a 

complete axoneme, with its typical 9+2 MT arrangement. The 

mitochondrial sheath contributes to the ATP production in the sperm 

Figure 3.1: Anatomy of the mammalian spermatozoon. The mammalian spermatozoon 

consists of a small cell body called the head and a long flagellum called the tail. The tail is 

attached to the head through the connecting piece and it is structurally divided into the 

middle piece (or mid-piece), principal piece and the end piece, based on which auxiliary 

structures are present or absent. Figure reproduced with permission from Paper I. 

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/) 
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cell [185, 186] and it consists of mitochondrial helices wrapped 

around the axoneme [187]. Depending on which organism is 

examined, the mitochondrial sheath includes one to five helices 

[188] and covers between 4 µm and over 100 µm of the axoneme, 

with some intra-species variation as well [176]. In the middle piece, 

between the axoneme and the mitochondrial sheath, are also found 

nine outer dense fibres (ODF), which are dense, elastic structures 

that connect to and elongate along each axonemal dMT [189]. They 

extend into the next part of the sperm tail, the principal piece, where 

they taper and eventually terminate. The ODF improve the elasticity 

of the sperm flagellum, protecting it from physical damage [190] 

and stabilizing its axonemal structure to efficiently maintain 

motility [191, 192]. Each fibre differs in thickness from the others 

in the same flagellum, which was proposed to affect the three-

dimensional wave propagation of the flagellar beat in a non-

symmetrical fashion [193]. 

3.1.3 Principal piece 

The principal piece covers most of the length of the flagellum and 

in the human spermatozoon it has a thickness of approximately 0.4 

to 0.5 µm, even though a large variation was observed between 

individual cells (Paper I). The principal piece is defined by the 

presence of the fibrous sheath, which underlies the flagellar 

membrane and surrounds the axoneme and the outer dense fibres. 

The fibrous sheath is a matrix of proteins consisting of two columns 

that extend parallel to the axoneme and many semi-circular 

interlinked ribs connecting the two columns on both sides [194] 

(Paper I). This peculiar structure is proposed to limit the flexibility 

of the flagellum, resulting in an anisotropic beat in its more proximal 

part [195]. More distally, the fibrous sheath tapers and imposes a 

lesser restriction on the flagellum beat [175]. The fibrous sheath is 

also rich in signalling enzymes, important for sperm swimming, and 

in glycolytic enzymes, which contribute to ATP production along 

with the mitochondrial sheath [194]. 
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3.1.4 End piece 

The end piece is the most distal piece of the sperm tail, spanning 

from the end of the fibrous sheath to the distal extremity of the 

flagellum. It is defined by the absence of auxiliary structures as it 

only includes the axonemal MTs and the surrounding flagellar 

membrane [175, 192]. In humans, the average end piece length is 

about 6 µm and its thickness progressively decreases towards its 

distal tip (Paper I). The axonemal MTs lose their symmetrical 

arrangement as they extend into the end piece and dMTs transition 

into sMTs, which eventually terminate towards the distal tip [26, 

104]. This region of the end piece containing sMTs is defined as the 

singlet region. The termination pattern of MTs is extremely variable 

between individual cells, causing a large morphological variability 

of the singlet region and the end piece altogether (Paper I). As the 

axonemal symmetry is lost in the singlet region [26], the end piece 

does not contribute to the flagellar beat, which was proposed to 

actually improve the overall propelling performance of the sperm 

cell [196]. The ultrastructural details of the singlet region and how 

the axoneme transitions into it are the focus of the next section of 

this chapter. 

3.2 Singlet region 

The singlet region is not a feature exclusive to the mammalian sperm 

flagellum. In fact, it is also found in model organisms such as the 

protists Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and Tetrahymena thermophila, 

where the B-tubule of each axonemal dMT terminates, while the A-

tubules extend 200 to 400 nm longer, all the way to the flagellum tip 

[141, 197–199]. However, it isn’t a universal flagellar feature either, 

since it is absent in other models like the kinetoplasts Trypanosoma 

brucei and Leishmania mexicana [97, 138, 200]. Previous 

observations on human sperm reported a variable number of sMTs 

in the singlet region, up to a total of 18 [26, 193]. This can only be 

accounted for if, unlike in the protist models, the B-tubules of the 

axonemal dMTs also extend to the tip as complete sMTs, together 

with the A-tubules. It is unclear whether the CP MTs also extend 
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into the singlet region in human spermatozoa, since they are 

structurally undistinguishable from sMT extensions from dMTs. 

However, our cryo-ET data shows that in some human spermatozoa, 

the CP does terminate before reaching the singlet region (Paper II), 

which might explain why a maximum number of 18 sMTs (instead 

of 20) has been observed at the tip. 

Separation between the A- and B-tubules in one dMT has previously 

been described in nematode neuronal cilia [201–203] but it has 

never been observed directly in mammalian sperm. Such 

ultrastructural variability among model organisms posed the 

question of what the MT architecture would look like in humans 

specifically. This prompted us to perform cryo-ET on human and 

bovine spermatozoa and the results are described in Paper I. 

3.2.1 Microtubules in the singlet region 

Cryo-ET was acquired on the end pieces of 23 intact human 

spermatozoa on a Tecnai F30 electron microscope operated at 300 

kV with a 4K CCD GATAN UltraCam detector. After the flagellar 

MTs were modelled in 3D, a large heterogeneity was observed 

regarding their number and termination patterns in the singlet 

region. In most instances, the plasma membrane at the end piece 

Figure 3.2: Microtubule number and termination patterns in the human sperm 

singlet region. The distance between the termination point and the respective flagellar tip 

was measured for each MT in the end pieces of three sperm cells. No termination pattern 

could be recognized as both MT number and termination points were highly 

heterogeneous. Figure reproduced with permission from Paper I. 

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/). 
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accurately outlined the flagellar volume occupied by sMTs, 

meaning that sperm tip morphology was greatly variable as well. 

Three of the acquired tomograms included the distal extremity of 

the flagellum, which made it possible to accurately examine their 

MT termination patterns, measured as the distance between the MT 

termination points and the flagellar distal tip (Figure 3.2). No 

obvious pattern emerged when comparing the three end pieces, as 

MTs were shown to terminate as far as 1 µm from the tip, while 

some extended all the way to the tip. The three end pieces included 

a total of 10, 11 and 14 sMTs, which in the latter case exceeded the 

maximum of 11 sMTs expected if only the CP and the A-tubules 

extended into the singlet region, like in C. reinhardtii. 

3.2.2 Transition of the axoneme into the singlet region 

The investigation of a tomogram acquired 2 µm away from the tip, 

revealed the nature of the transition of several dMTs into the singlet 

region (Figure 3.3). Three different dMTs were visualized in a 

region qhere the A- and B-tubules separated from each other and 

both extended as sMTs into the singlet region. However, termination 

of B-tubules and extension of the respective A-tubules was also 

Figure 3.3: Axonemal doublet microtubules transition into the singlet region via three 

possible modes. The three modes are: separation of the A- (light blue) and B-tubule (dark 

blue) as two complete singlet MTs, termination of the B-tubule (dark blue arrowheads) and 

separation of the B-tubule as an incomplete MT. Each transition mode is illustrated with a 

longitudinal tomographic slice and illustrative model. In addition, each event is shown in 

a cross-view cartoon as it progresses along the MTs towards the tip. Figure reproduced 

with permission from Paper I (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/). 
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observed in two events, just like it was previously reported for 

model protists [197–199]. Finally, in a single occasion, a B-tubule 

was observed to separate from its A-tubule and remain an open 

tubulin lattice, failing to transition into a complete 13-

protofilaments sMT. 

Sperm end pieces with more than 11 sMTs were also observed in 

high-pressure frozen and plastic embedded bovine samples. The 

separation of A- and B-tubules and the termination of B-tubules 

were then directly observed in a cryo-electron micrograph of a 

bovine sperm tip, suggesting that transition from dMTs into two 

sMTs may be common among mammalian species.  

These results point towards the intriguing possibility that the 

formation of three new protofilaments on the B-tubule is initiated de 

novo at the separation point. The cryo-ET revealed no obvious 

density associated to the separation point of the dMTs, which 

implies that the initiation of new protofilaments is either a 

spontaneous phenomenon or it is mediated by small or transient 

molecular components. In the neuronal cilia of the nematode 

Caenorhabditis elegans, the A- and B-tubules separate and 

reconnect based on a finely tuned post-translational 

polyglutamylation of the MTs [201–203]. It is entirely possible that 

a similar mechanism underlies the splitting of dMTs in mammalian 

sperm as well. Alternatively, the small [204], plus-end tracking MT-

binding EB1 protein could be involved in the process. EB1 has been 

reported to promote 13-protofilament MT formation [205] and 

tubulin sheet closure [66] in vitro, therefore it is possible that these 

activities could occur in vivo as well. 

The structure of the human singlet region revealed in Paper I 

highlights the importance of investigating the human system, as it 

differed from all the common model organisms used in flagellar 

research. Our analysis also shows that human spermatozoa is an 

ideal model for studying human flagellar structure using cryo-ET, 

as its simple and non-invasive sample preparation allows for direct 

visualization of the biological material in its native environment.  
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Chapter 4 

TAILS is a sperm tip-specific 

microtubule inner structure 
While studying the MT architecture in human sperm flagella, the 

cryo-EM data showed that the MTs in the end piece were decorated 

with an unexpected repeating feature. Cryo-ET revealed that such 

decoration was an interrupted helix bound to the luminal side of the 

MT wall. The structure was named TAILS: Tail Axoneme Intra-

Luminal Spiral. TAILS is the most extensive inner MT structure 

described to date and the rest of this thesis will focus on illustrating 

its structural properties and our experimental approach to identify 

which protein(s) it is composed of. This chapter in particular 

summarizes the results presented in Paper II. 

4.1 Localization  

According to our cryo-ET data, the decoration of TAILS in tip MTs 

was complete, as it was found binding to the entire MT luminal wall 

in all three tomograms that included the distal tip. One tomogram 

included the transition of axonemal dMTs into sMTs, at 2.5 µm from 

the flagellar tip. TAILS was present in the sMTs, it extended into 

the A-tubules of the doublets and the B-tubules were decorated with 

a TAILS-like structure as well. This showed that TAILS, in at least 

one instance, extended in the MT lumen for as far as 3 µm from the 

tip. TAILS was otherwise never observed in axonemal dMTs, 

suggesting that it may only be present as the doublets are 

transitioning into singlets. However, TAILS was also found in the 

full axoneme, inside the CP. This was observed in three different 

tomograms, reaching as far from the tip as over 10 µm. While this 

might mean that TAILS extends longer in the CP, our observations 

suggest otherwise. Even though cryo-ET alone does not allow to 

recognize CP MTs among other MTs in the singlet region, it is likely 
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that the CP terminates before reaching the singlet region. In fact, in 

one tomogram the CP was shown to terminate at 7.5 µm from the 

tip. Therefore, we inferred that TAILS likely binds specifically to 

the MT plus-end, regardless of whether it is included in the singlet 

region. 

4.2 Ultrastructure 

4.2.1 TAILS in singlet microtubules 

Cryo-EM of sMTs in the human end pieces revealed that TAILS is 

a repeated structure with an 8 nm periodicity. A deeper insight was 

gained with cryo-ET and sub-tomogram averaging, which combined 

almost 2000 sub-volumes. The results revealed that TAILS is a left-

handed interrupted helix which makes direct contact with the MT 

luminal wall along 11 PFs. It leaves a gap over the remaining two 

PFs, which corresponds to the location of the MT seam. The pitch 

and the handedness match those of the tubulin B-lattice, which 

might be an indication that the TAILS components interact with a 

Figure 4.1: Localization of TAILS in human sperm tips. TAILS was found in the lumen 

of all investigated MTs in the singlet region and it was also found decorating doublets and 

central pair MTs. 
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specific binding site on the tubulin dimers. This would explain why 

TAILS is interrupted at the seam, since that is where the B-lattice of 

the MT is replaced with an A-lattice. 

4.2.2 TAILS in doublet microtubules 

The tomogram containing dMTs with TAILS was selected for sub-

tomogram averaging. When averaging sMTs, the software 

occasionally struggles to properly rotate each particle along its 

longitudinal axis, as MTs are not proper helices, but rather pseudo-

helices. The presence of the B-tubule in doublets helped to 

circumvent this problem and, although less than 500 sub-volumes 

were picked, the averaging process highlighted the molecular 

features of TAILS successfully. Its helical segments were confirmed 

to be present in the A-tubule lumen, with the same pitch and 

periodicity as in sMTs. A TAILS-like structure was present in the 

lumen of the B-tubules as well, although it only spanned across the 

inner surface of 7 or 8 PFs. 

Figure 4.2: The ultrastructure of TAILS in singlet MTs. TAILS is formed by many 

helical segments that span over 11 PFs and leave a gap over the MT seam. Figure 

reproduced with changes from Paper II (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). 
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The doublet average had an anisotropic resolution since the dMTs 

included in the analysis were similarly oriented in space. However, 

some PFs reached a resolution high enough to make out individual 

tubulin monomers. This allowed us to visualize the attachment site 

of TAILS to tubulin, which appeared to be located between subunits, 

rather than directly onto the α- or β-subunit. 

The gap left between TAILS segments in the doublet’s A-tubule 

aligned with the position between PFs A8 and A9, on the outer side 

of the doublet. The sub-tomogram averaging of singlets confirmed 

it as the seam position, since the tubulin lattice was visible in the 

doublet average and the seam could be visualized directly. This 

seam position is not in agreement with previously published ones, 

however these previous studies focused on organisms other than 

human, such as sea urchin (seam between PFs A1 and A2) [31] and 

Tetrahymena thermophila [84, 206]. It is possible that the reported 

Figure 4.3: The ultrastructure of TAILS in doublet MTs. TAILS is present in the A-

tubule and a TAILS-like structure is present in the B-tubule, spanning over 7-8 PFs. The 

position of the A-tubule seam was indirectly identified by the gap of TAILS and it was 

directly visualized between PFs A8 and A9. Figure reproduced with changes from Paper 

II (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). 
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structural discrepancies reflect biological differences between 

species. 

4.2.3 Models for TAILS molecular structure 

Based on this dataset, it is not possible to distinguish whether each 

helical segment of TAILS is composed of a single large protein or 

separate monomers, therefore Paper II presented both models as 

equally valid. In the latter case, it would be possible that one helical 

segment was made up of 11 subunits, each binding to one PF. This 

hypothesis assumes that TAILS interacts with tubulin on a specific 

binding site and that this binding site is disrupted at the seam. The 

fact that a shorter TAILS-like structure is found in B-tubules 

suggests that the second model might be the more accurate one, 

where some monomers associate with tubulin but others do not due 

to steric hindrance. This model is discussed further in Paper III, 

where a higher resolution structure of TAILS is presented. 

Figure 4.4: Two models proposed for the structure of TAILS. In Paper II we proposed 

that each helical segment of TAILS could be made up of a single large protein or by 11 

monomers, each one binding at an interface between two tubulin subunits. Figure 

reproduced from Paper II (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). 
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4.3 Proposed functions of TAILS 

The fact that TAILS is such a dominant feature in sperm tip MTs 

suggests that it performs an important function, with either a 

structural role, a physiological role or both. The following 

hypotheses are presented and the real function of TAILS may very 

well be a combination of two or all of them. 

1) Since TAILS binds to MTs towards their plus-end, it may be 

involved in regulating their dynamic instability. The energetic 

cost of constantly growing and shrinking MTs would likely not 

be affordable for a sperm cell, whose energy needs to be focused 

on its only goal of reaching and fertilizing the egg. Additionally, 

there is no active flagellar transport in mature mammalian 

spermatozoa [207], which means that fresh GTP-tubulin would 

have to diffuse all the way to the sperm tip for polymerization. 

TAILS might bind to MTs to stabilize their structure by 

preventing depolymerization and thus helping the cell focus its 

energy on swimming rather than on MT dynamics. 

2) TAILS might affect the stiffness of the MTs in the end piece, 

therefore affecting the swimming efficiency of the spermatozoon. 

No molecular motors are found in the singlet region [26], 

meaning that the MTs at the flagellar tip do not contribute to the 

flagellar beat. However, a non-beating end piece was shown to 

improve cell propulsion in computational simulations [196] and 

stiff MTs might enhance this effect. This hypothesis is supported 

by studies suggesting that the end piece has a different stiffness 

compared to the rest of the flagellum [208] and that most of the 

beating energy is released in the distal part of the flagellum [209]. 

3) One final hypothesis is that TAILS binds to MTs to induce 

changes in the tubulin lattice, similarly to how hydrolysis of GTP 

in β-tubulin leads to a lattice compaction [12]. A tip-specific 

lattice is an intriguing possibility (as previously presented in 

[67]), since it could enable binding of tip-specific proteins, while 

excluding other axonemal MAPs. Tip-specific proteins could be 

involved in signalling pathways and in MT homeostasis. A 
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similar decoration to TAILS was observed in the transition zone 

of bovine tracheal flagella, but not in their basal body or 

axonemal MTs [92]. This supports the idea that extensive MIPs 

like TAILS might help the cell define functional compartments 

along its flagella. 

In order to test these hypotheses, the biochemical properties of 

TAILS need to be assessed in vitro and in vivo, if it were possible to 

observe the phenotype of a potential deletion mutant. The 

identification of the protein, or proteins, that make up TAILS is 

therefore a priority. Paper III, discussed in the next chapter, 

illustrates the progress of our current approach.  
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Chapter 5 

Identifying TAILS 
Structural biology is typically carried out following a conventional 

workflow: a protein of interest is identified, then purified and 

prepared for high-resolution studies to determine its structure (for 

example using X-ray crystallography or cryo-EM). However, a 

reverse approach to structural biology, where an unknown protein is 

first visualized as an electron density and then purified and 

identified, poses a new challenge. This chapter discusses the work 

presented in Paper III, a manuscript in preparation where we 

identify TAILS candidate proteins based on a multi-pronged 

approach (Figure 5.1): 

1) Since TAILS is highly concentrated in sperm end pieces, we used 

comparative proteomics to identify proteins enriched at the flagellar 

tip compared to the rest of the tail. 

2) Cryo-ET data of flagellar tips from different species was acquired 

to investigate how conserved TAILS is across evolution. This 

information was then combined with the sperm tip proteome to form 

a candidate list by excluding proteins with homologues in organisms 

without TAILS. 

3) In addition, we reconstructed a high-resolution map of TAILS by 

cryo-EM single particle analysis, with the intent of revealing its 

secondary structure, or even aminoacidic residues, to directly 

identify its components, as it’s been achieved for other proteins 

[210]. 

4) Finally, once a handful of candidates are selected, they can be 

individually characterized structurally and biochemically. In this 

thesis, preliminary work on the candidate protein DCDC2C is 

discussed. 
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5.1 Sperm tip proteome 

Proteomics information on sperm cells, and specifically on sperm 

flagella, is already available in the literature [211–216]. While 

TAILS is possibly represented in this data, it is likely a non-

abundant hit, as it is exclusively localized at the sperm tip (~ 3 µm 

long) and proteins associated with the axoneme (~ 50 µm long) are 

present in overall much higher amounts. Since each of these studies 

presents hundreds of proteins associated with the sperm cell and its 

flagellum, looking for TAILS in these datasets would be a hunt for 

a needle in a haystack. For this reason, we developed several 

protocols to obtain a sample of enriched sperm tips that could be 

used for proteomics analysis. In our workflow, sperm cells were 

Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the multi-pronged approach designed to 

identify TAILS. 1) A sperm tip proteome was obtained. 2) The conservation of TAILS 

among different species was investigated with cryo-ET. 3) High-resolution structures of 

TAILS were reconstructed with single particle analysis from splayed tips (shown in the 

diagram) and with sub-tomogram averaging from intact tips. 4) Candidates and their 

interaction with MTs are being biochemically characterized. 
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physically fragmented (either selectively by laser dissection or 

randomly by sonication) and the tip fragments were separated or 

enriched based on their physical or biochemical properties. Due to 

limitations in obtaining human samples, these experiments were 

instead performed on bovine sperm, which is a valid model since we 

confirmed it also contains TAILS (see section 5.2.1). It also had the 

benefit that all human protein contamination in the samples could 

easily be excluded. 

5.1.1 Laser dissection 

The first attempt at purifying sperm tips involved laser dissection, 

which allows to selectively excise and collect parts of a sample as 

it’s been visualized with an optical microscope (Figure 5.3). The 

instrument used was a Zeiss Axio observer Z1 equipped with a 

PALM MicroBeam system. The sample is prepared on a glass slide 

coated with a sticky membrane, which the cells adhere to. The laser 

is then targeted to dissect the membrane around an area of interest, 

which can include sub-cellular fragments, and then catapult the 

dissected area upwards into a collection tube with a laser pulse. A 

Figure 5.2: Laser dissection of bovine sperm tips. As the sperm cells are adhering to a 

sticky membrane, the flagellum end piece (arrowhead) is selected and then catapulted 

upwards for collection. 
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total of over 8000 sperm tips were collected, which together are 

approximately equivalent to only 1.44% of the entire volume of a 

single, small eukaryotic cell with a diameter of 10 µm (assuming the 

tip volume is a 3 µm-long cylinder with a radius of 100 nm). Likely 

due to the small size of the sample, the proteomics results from this 

experiment were inconclusive, as contaminating proteins were 

dominating the dataset. Therefore, other collection methods were 

explored. 

5.1.2 Sonication 

A sonication protocol was optimized (adapted from [217]) as a non-

specific segmentation method. After being washed in 1x PBS three 

times, bovine sperm cells were sonicated for 10 seconds between 1 

and 8 times. The sonication was carried out to break the cells into 

fragments of variable size, with the intention of separating the tip 

fragments from the rest of the cell debris in the successive steps 

(Figure 5.3). Negative staining EM was performed on the sonicated 

cells and the number of intact tip fragments was quantified for each 

condition. Sonicating only once was sufficient to fragment the cells 

successfully and yielded the highest number of intact tips, 

preventing excessive damage. 

5.1.3 Density gradients 

The sonicated sperm cells were loaded onto two consecutive 

sucrose-based density gradients to separate the lighter fragments 

like the tips from the denser fragments like the heads and 

mitochondria (Figure 5.3). The first gradient (20-60-80% density 

layers), performed as in [218],  was sufficient to separate  the tips 

(floating above 60%) from the heads (pelleting under 80%), 

however the tips fraction was run on a second gradient (20-55-60-

65-70-80%) to wash away contaminating membrane debris. 

Negative staining EM was used to quantify the tip enrichment 

(Figure 5.3). In each experiment, tips and necks (connecting pieces, 

representing non-tip material) were quantified over 5 grid squares 

and their ratio was calculated for every collected fraction. Pairs of 

most and least enriched fractions, with an enrichment by at least a 
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factor of 2, were selected from four experimental replicates and sent 

for comparative mass spectrometry. 

5.1.4 FACS sorting 

As an alternative to a density-based enrichment, we are exploring 

the possibility of sorting tip fragments with FACS (fluorescence-

activated cell sorting) by using a tip-specific fluorescent marker. In 

the FACS machine, cell fragments are flowing in a stream of small 

electrically charged droplets. The fluorescence signal of each 

droplet is detected and its trajectory can be altered using a targeted 

Figure 5.3: Workflow of enrichment for flagellar tips. Washed, intact sperm cells were 

fragmented via sonication and tips fragment were enriched in sucrose density gradients. 

The enrichment was quantified with negative staining EM of the collected fractions. 
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electrical field, which allows for sorting of differently fluorescent 

fragments [219]. 

An sperm tip marker was identified in DCDC2C, a small protein 

that was reported to specifically localize to the end piece of human 

spermatozoa [220]. Immuno-fluorescence experiments have been 

successful in replicating the tip-specific signal (Figure 5.4) and a 

protocol for FACS enrichment is currently under development. 

5.1.5 Mass spectrometry of sperm tips 

Mass spectrometry is a sensitive technique which can accurately 

identify the proteins present in a biological sample [221]. During 

preparation, the sample is homogenized and proteins are lysed into 

short peptides. Each protein will produce unique and overlapping 

peptides based on its individual amino-acidic sequence. When the 

experiment is run in the mass spectrometry machine, peptides are 

ionized and inserted into a magnetic trap, where they oscillate in 

different ways depending on their mass and charge [222]. The 

changes in oscillations are recorded and can be accurately used to 

calculate each peptide’s mass, which is directly dependent on its 

Figure 5.4: Mass spectrometry analysis identified proteins enriched in the tips. The 

volcano plot shows hit and candidate proteins, defined based on fold enrichment and 

statistical significance. Among them was DCDC2C, which is not only a sperm tip marker, 

but also a potential candidate for TAILS. On the right, immunofluorescence reveals the 

localization of DCDC2C. 
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sequence. When run against a database of known protein sequences, 

the protein content of the sample is revealed. 

In the experiment presented in this thesis, the protein content of a 

tip-enriched fraction was compared to a non-enriched control. This 

was done by labelling the two samples with chemical tags of 

different mass so that they can be distinguished from each other 

[223]. The number of peptides identified for the same protein in 

either sample gives a quantitative ratio of its content. The results 

yielded the first, to our knowledge, flagellar tip proteome (Figure 

5.4), which included 70 proteins showing a significant enrichment 

of at least 50% in the tips fraction compared to the control fraction. 

The tip marker DCDC2C discussed earlier was identified as 

enriched in the tips, supporting the validity of the data. Its flagellar 

localization was confirmed by our own immuno-fluorescence 

experiment (Figure 5.4), making DCDC2C a putative candidate to 

be a TAILS protein itself. 

5.2 TAILS across evolution 

Many of the hits identified by mass spectrometry are 

uncharacterized proteins, which would require unreasonable time 

and resources to be investigated individually. Therefore, we decided 

to explore the presence of TAILS in organisms other than humans. 

We selected fully sequenced and well annotated models that are 

evolutionarily distant from one another, so that we could look for 

homologues of our proteomics hits in their genomes. 

5.2.1 Cryo-ET of flagellar tips in different species 

Sperm samples from cattle (Bos taurus), chicken (Gallus gallus 

domesticus) and frog (Xenopus tropicalis) were plunge-frozen and 

cryo-ET was performed on the flagellar tips to reveal the presence 

or absence of TAILS. In addition, previously acquired cryo-ET data 

of T. brucei and published data on C. reinhardtii [141] were 

included in the analysis. All investigated animals showed presence 

of TAILS in sperm tips, while it was absent in the examined protists 

(Figure 5.5). 
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Figure 5.5: Conservation of TAILS among the investigated organisms. After its 

discovery in humans, the presence of TAILS was confirmed by cryo-ET in bovine, chicken 

and frog. TAILS was absent in trypanosomes and in C. reinhardtii as well, as can be seen 

from cryo-ET of the flagellar tip in [126]. 

Figure 5.6: Venn diagram illustrating the approach applied to shorten the candidate 

list. Candidates from the bovine tip proteome were discarded if they did not have 

homologues in human, frog and chicken or if they have homologues in trypanosomes or C. 

reinhardtii. Candidates with homologues in animals but not in protists will be investigated 

further. 
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5.2.2 Narrowing down TAILS candidates 

The information gathered from the different species could be used 

to shorten the list of TAILS candidates obtained from the proteomics 

experiment. Since all investigated organisms are fully sequenced 

and well annotated, the gene names of the protein hits could be 

easily found in bovine and run on BLAST [224] to look for 

homologous genes in the other organisms. Plausible candidates from 

bovine would only have homologs in human, chicken and frog and 

none in the two protists. Therefore, any candidate following a 

different pattern was discarded (Figure 5.6). The final list counted a 

total of 20 proteins, including DCDC2C. This method is assuming 

that the proteins forming TAILS do not have an alternative 

localization in the two protists, which is a limitation of our approach. 

5.3 High-resolution structure of TAILS 

Thanks to the recent advances in cryo-EM, it has become possible 

to reconstruct high-resolution protein structures showing secondary 

structures or even residue side chains. These structural details can 

be sufficient to successfully identify a previously unknown protein 

purely based on microscopy data [87, 98, 210]. In the hopes of 

achieving such results, we developed a protocol to demembranate 

the human sperm flagellum tip without depolymerizing the internal 

microtubules and performed single particle cryo-EM of TAILS in 

these splayed tips. Sub-tomogram averaging of TAILS was also 

performed on a new cryo-ET dataset acquired on bovine, improving 

on the previous structure which was recorded before direct electron 

detectors were available. 

5.3.1 Sub-tomogram averaging with PEET 

Cryo-ET was performed on intact bovine sperm tips on a state-of-

the-art Titan Krios cryo-electron microscope equipped with a direct 

electron detector (K2 camera). The MTs in the singlet region of 

sperm tips were modelled in the 10 best tomograms and a new sub-

tomogram average was calculated with PEET (Figure 5.7). The 

tubulin monomers were clearly visible along the PFs and so was 
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TAILS, which was now confirmed to bind at the interface between 

two adjacent tubulin monomers. String-like connections could be 

seen attaching TAILS to each of the two monomers (Figure 5.7, 

small black arrows). A faint connection appeared to exist over the 

gap between two consecutive TAILS segments, suggesting that it 

might be a flexible bridge structure that is hardly resolved by 

averaging. As shown in the cross-view of the isosurface model, the 

volume of TAILS does not seem to occupy an even amount of 

luminal space along the entire segment, as TAILS appears thinner 

opposite to its gap. This indicates that TAILS may not be composed 

of identical monomers. More insight on this was offered by cryo-

EM single particle analysis. 

 

Figure 5.7: Improved sub-tomogram averaging of TAILS in bovine. The new dataset 

offered new insight into the structure of TAILS (white arrowheads), revealing the details 

of its attachments (black arrows) to tubulin (black arrowheads) and a possible bridge (red 

arrow) over the gap (red arrowhead). 
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5.3.2 Single particle analysis on sperm tip microtubules 

Single particle analysis requires that during data acquisition the 

structure of interest does not overlap with other structures which 

interfere with particle picking and introduce noise in the 

reconstruction. For this reason, such analysis could not be 

performed on intact cell tips, where MTs are tightly packed inside 

the flagellar membrane. Human sperm end pieces were 

demembranated with a mild detergent treatment (0.25% Triton X-

100 in HBSS supplemented with 50 mM KCl and 1 mM PMSF for 

20 minutes), which allowed the sMTs to splay apart in solution with 

minimal overlapping. The sample was then applied to EM grids and 

plunge frozen for single particle data acquisition. 

Data is still being analysed at the moment of writing this thesis 

(approximately 45000 particles picked so far), however preliminary 

results show remarkable and unprecedented detail of the structure of 

TAILS at an estimated resolution of ~ 6.5 Å (Figure 5.8). While no 

protein has been identified yet from the density map, the resolution 

is good enough to distinguish that TAILS is likely made up of 

Figure 5.8: Single particle analysis of TAILS in splayed MTs. A) The density map 

revealed potentially up to 6 different protein densities in TAILS (5 arrowheads + identical 

copies of asterisk). In addition, a novel zipper density (z) with a periodicity of 4 nm was 

discovered in the TAILS gap. B-C) Side views of TAILS as indicated in panel A. 
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multiple proteins, rejecting both structural models that were 

proposed in Paper II. We estimate that TAILS could be composed 

of up to 6 different proteins, one of which appears to be present in 5 

copies per TAILS segment (Figure 5.8A, arrowheads and asterisks). 

An additional density with a periodicity of 4 nm (instead of TAILS’s 

8 nm repeat) was identified at the gap that TAILS leaves over the 

MT seam. This density was named “the zipper” and it does not 

appear to make direct contact with TAILS. 

Additionally, the angle between each protofilament was measured, 

revealing some striking variability (Figure 5.9). Most angles 

measured around the average value of 27.7°, however angles “a” 

and “m” deviated from it with almost 3° in either direction, 

respectively. This suggests a torsion of the PF located in between 

these angles. Additionally, angle 4 showed an increase of over 2° as 

well. Similar differences have already been reported in MTs [84] 

and MAPs like kinesin-I as well as a GDP lattice have been shown 

to rotate PFs at the seam [67]. In accordance with your previous data 

in Paper II, the seam was indeed observed in position “m” (data not 

shown), indicating that the increased angle between PFs might be 

caused by a GDP state, supporting the hypothesis that sperm tip 

microtubules are not dynamic, or by TAILS itself. 

Figure 5.9: Protofilament angles in MTs with TAILS. The angles between PFs averaged 

at 27.7°. The biggest difference was observed at angles 1 and 13, indicating some degree 

of torsion of the PF in between. 
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5.4 Evaluation of candidate protein DCDC2C 

DCDC2C is the first protein to be found to exclusively localize to 

the sperm flagellum tip [220], which is supported by our proteomics 

data (Figure 5.4). It also contains a doublecortin domain, which is 

known to bind to MTs [64], and sub-tomogram averaging revealed 

no obvious densities on the outer wall of tip MTs. For these reasons, 

DCDC2C is a potential TAILS candidate and we investigated its 

interaction with MTs and free tubulin. 

To evaluate DCDC2C biochemically, a GFP-fusion construct was 

created and purified. Its interaction with MTs was assessed by TIRF 

(Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence) microscopy. TIRF is a 

powerful optical microscopy technique that selectively excites 

fluorophores located closest to the cover-glass, instead of the entire 

sample volume [225]. This gives a signal of much higher quality as 

it removes background fluorescence. When DCDC2C is added in 

vitro to polymerized MTs attached to the cover-glass surface, a clear 

co-localization was observed, indicating that DCDC2C likely has 

binding affinity to the MT lattice (Figure 5.10A). However, when 

DCDC2C was added to actively polymerizing MTs, it aggregated 

with free tubulin (Figure 5.10A). 

To test whether this aggregation was caused by DCDC2C binding 

to free tubulin, a bio-layer interferometry (BLI) assay was 

performed [226]. In this assay, a sensor measures the thickness of 

biological material on its surface. When it is coated with a probe, 

binding of an interaction partner can be measured as an increase in 

average thickness. The sensor was coated with DCDC2C and its 

interaction with free tubulin was assessed. No change in thickness 

was observed after adding tubulin to the sample, indicating that 

DCDC2C unlikely binds to tubulin outside of the MT lattice. 

As DCX is a close homologue to DCDC2C, the published structure 

of its C-terminal MT binding domain [227] was docked into the 

TAILS densities revealed by cryo-EM single particle analysis. A 

reasonable fit was found for the TAILS component present in 
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multiple copies (Figure 5.10B), supporting the hypothesis that 

DCDC2C is a TAILS protein. 

While DCDC2C is a promising TAILS candidate, these results 

alone are still inconclusive and more in-depth analyses must be 

performed to characterize the interaction that DCDC2C has with 

MTs. Cryo-ET of its association to MTs in vitro, for instance, 

would shed light on the location of the binding site and reveal 

whether it is on the luminal side. However, if DCDC2C is indeed 

one of the components that make up TAILS, it remains unknown 

whether it can bind to the inner MT wall independently from the 

other TAILS proteins.  

Figure 5.10: DCDC2C is a likely TAILS candidate. A) TIRF microscopy reveals that 

DCDC2C binds to microtubules, however it aggregates with free tubulin. B) The C-

terminal MT binding domain of DCX, close homologue to DCDC2C, has a decent fit in 

the repeated protein density of TAILS. 
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Concluding summary 
The work in this thesis presents a detailed insight into the 

ultrastructure of the human sperm end piece. First, it was illustrated 

how the architecture of human flagellum differs from common 

organisms at the distal tip, revealing high heterogeneity between 

sperm cells and multiple transition modes of dMTs into sMTs 

(Paper I). TAILS, an extensive inner MT decoration, was 

discovered and described by cryo-ET, posing the question of what 

function it performs and what components it is made of (Paper II). 

A multi-pronged approach was designed to address these questions 

(Paper III) and a high-resolution structure of TAILS was produced 

by cryo-EM single particle analysis, revealing that TAILS is made 

of at least 6 different components. The first, to our knowledge, 

flagellar tip proteome was produced, identifying 70 proteins 

enriched at the sperm tip. TAILS was also observed by cryo-ET in 

spermatozoa of bovine, chicken and frog, but not in flagellar tips of 

trypanosomes and C. reinhardtii. This information was combined 

with the proteomics data to compile a list of 20 candidate TAILS 

proteins. Among them, DCDC2C was identified as the only reported 

protein to exclusively localize to the human sperm tail tip. Further 

investigation revealed that it interacts with MTs and that it is a 

possible fit into the density map of one of the TAILS components 

revealed by single particle analysis. 

These studies show the importance of investigating cellular 

structures in their native state, for which cryo-ET is an ideal 

technique of choice. A reverse structural biology approach was 

adopted to identify unknown structures revealed by cryo-ET. 

Current work is focusing on improving the resolution of our sub-

tomogram average and single particle structures of TAILS and 

future experiments will verify if DCDC2C is indeed a TAILS 

protein and which other candidates are potential hits.  
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